
Square Weave Necklace

Step 2
Onto each strand string the following: 11, P, 8,11, P, 11.  

Step 3
Onto one strand string an 8 then pass the other strand through it in 
opposite direction.  Pull tight to form a second ring of beads.  You can 
keep the needle on the short tail so that you can weave the short end 
in later or remove it (see our Top Tip on removal).

Materials:
8mm Pearls 
Size 8 seed beads 
Size 11 seed beads
ST184  Findings box
Monofilament thread
4mm Bicones

Tools:
2x Beading needles, size 10 
Round nose pliers
Chain nose pliers
Side cutters
Bead mat
Ruler or tape measure
Scissors 
Strong glue

Step 1 – Main shape
Cut 120cm of monofilament and thread a needle onto each end (see 
our top tip).  String the following beads: 8,11, P,    8,11, P,    11,8, 11,    P, 
11,8,    P,11    Go through the first 8 strung to form a first ring of beads.  
Position the ring 15cm from one end.  

Before you begin…
The following abbreviations have been used in this project: P = Pearl; B= Crystal Bicone, 11 = size 11 seed 
bead (small); 8= size 8 seed bead (large).   The gaps in the text between the numbers are just to make read-
ing easier.  For clarity we’ve used a beading thread.  If you wish to use thread instead of monofilament we 
recommend KO or Nymo beading threads.



Step 5
String the following: 11, P,   11, 8, 11,   P,11 .  Go through the next 8, 11, 
P.  Pull reasonably tight.
 

  

Step 7
Pick up 3x 11.  Go through the next 11, P 11.  Pull reasonably tight.  
Repeat this step all the way around.  After you’ve strung the last 3 
seed beads, go through the next 11, P & 11.  If you’re using thread you 
may wish to add a pair of beads first then go around again adding a 
bead between each pair.

Step 6
Go through the next 11, 8, 11,    P, 11, 8.   String the following: 11, P,    
11, 8, 11,    P,11 .  Go through the next 8, 11, P,    11, 8, 11 – make this 
pass in stages if it’s easier. Pull reasonably tight.  To get to the right 
position for the next step go through the next P. 11.  

 Visit our Design Centre on our site for detailed tutorials: www.beadsdirect.co.uk

Step 4
Take the long strand and go through the next 11, P, 11, 8.  

Step 8 
Go through the next 8, then to get to the right place for the next step 
go down the next pearl towards the centre.    

  

Step 10
Go through the first 11, 8, B, 8 just added.  Pick up B, 8, 11.  Go 
through the 8, 11, P ready to add the next beads.

Step 9 - Decoration
The criss-cross of crystal bicones is formed in blocks within a ring of 
pearls: Pick up the following: 11, 8, B, 8, B, 8, 11.  Go through the pearl 
you’ve just come out of going back in the same direction.
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Step 12
To get to the right place to add the next criss-cross of bicones go 
through the 8, 11, P, 11, 8 and then the next P so that you come out at 
the centre.  Repeat steps 9 to 12 to add the remaining three groups.  

  

Step 14 – Small bead parts
The smaller beaded parts of this necklace are just a quarter section of 
the main pendant.  Repeat step 1 on a 50cm piece of monofilament 
then repeat step 7.  Repeat steps 9-11 however for this small version 
skip the 8 before adding the decoration.  Weave both tails into the 
beadwork and trim off the excess.  Make five more the same (or many 
as desired).

Step 13
Finish by weaving the monofilament into the work.  Repeat with the 
other tail.  Trim off the excess. 

Step 11
Pick up the following: 11, 8, B. Go through the 8 in the middle then 
back along the three beads added in the previous step.

Step 15 – Chain part/assembly
Cut an 80cm piece of monofilament and thread a needle on each 
end.   With the crystal bicone decoration uppermost, pass one needle 
through a pearl at one corner. Centre the stand so you have an equal 
length either side of it.  Onto each strand string: 11, 8, B. Add an 11 

Step 17
Repeat step 15.  Then onto each strand string: B, 8, 11.  Add the first 
small beaded part by passing one strand through one of its pearls 
then pass the other strand through the same pearl going in the oppo-
site direction. Make sure the crystal decoration is uppermost. If you’re 
not sure which way to pass the first strand, lay out the beadwork on 
your mat and position the new piece to be added.

Step 16
Onto each strand string: B, 8, 11.  Add a pearl onto one strand then 
pass the other strand through it going in the opposite direction.
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Step 19
After the last beaded part repeat steps 15 (stringing part only) and 16.  
Repeat step 15 again then, onto each strand string an 11. Add a B to 
one strand then pass the other through it going in the same direction.  
Create the remainder of the chain to the desired length by alternating 
11 and B.  Both strands go through these beads in the same direction 
so you’ll find it easiest to string all onto one strand then pass the other 
along the same pathway.
 

Step 21
Crush the crimp and close the calotte around it.  For extra security 
you can crush the first crimp too.  Curl the calotte hook into a loop.  
Add a clasp with a jump ring.  Go back to step 15 and complete the 
other side of the necklace - start at the same corner using the pearl 
that is the mirror of the first.  You’ll only need to add a single jump at 
the end.

Step 20
To remove the needle safely, please see our Top Tip.  Now pass both 
strands through a crimp, a calotte and a crimp.  Pass both strands 
back through the calotte, the first crimp and several of the beads.  
Even up the strands so that you have two even loops.  Pop a pin into 
the loop, check that there aren’t big gaps between the beads then 
pull on both strands.   This will pull the crimp into the calotte.

Step 18
Turn your work over and pass the strands as shown by the arrows. Only 
go through the 8’s and Pearls.  Both strands go through the end pearl 
in opposite directions.   Add two more small beaded parts by repeating 
steps 15 (stringing part only) to 18.  

Top Tip
To thread the needle:  to get round monofilament through the oval eye of the needle,  use chain nose 
pliers to flatten the first 3 or 4cm of the strand.  Thread the needle as far along the strand as it will easily go.  
With your non-dominant hand grip the eye of the needle immediately under the strand.  With flat nose 
pliers smoothly pull the strand further through just till it grips – no need to pull more than 5cm through.   
If you hold the needle too far down there is a risk that it will bend or snap.

To remove the needle When removing the needle cut the needle free from the work right up against the 
eye.  With your non-dominant hand grip the needle’s eye immediately under the strand. With flat nose 
pliers smoothly pull the short bit free.  Remember, if you hold the needle too far down there is a risk that 
it will bend or snap.
onto one strand then pass the other strand through it going in the opposite direction.

  


